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Thinking beyond AEC, De-facto integration is what really
matters and not so much for the De-jure integration.
De-jure integration
• By the beginning of AEC in 2016, Thailand and other ASEAN 6 countries have reduced their
tariff rates since 1993 and the planned tariff reduction is almost finished.
• The only major change is that CLMV will have to cut their tariff for other ASEAN members.

• There has been little progress in eliminating NTMs and liberalizing trade in services and
investment as of 2015.
• Only 8 professional services are subject to ‘mutual recognition arrangements’ (MRAs), the
implementation of which remains extremely slow.

Regional integration that really matters is the de-facto integration not de-jure.
• Thailand and ‘mainland’ ASEAN are more and more physically connected.
• Trade with ASEAN countries, especially CLMV, continues to increase. There is an emerging
pattern of production networking between Thailand and CLMV.
• Thailand’s outward investment in ASEAN has surpassed its inward FDI.
• Millions of workers from neighbor countries are already working in Thailand.
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Under AFTA, tariff reduction is almost complete.
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• For CLMV, products with
positive tariff rates amount to
63% of all product items.
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• Among the ASEAN-6, most
tariff rates have been reduced
to zero.
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NTMs is widespread but need to be carefully accounted for.
• Methods of NTM classification
matters. Using latest
UNCTAD-Mast 2012
classification results in a very
different NTM picture as
compared to the previous
ASEAN secretary database.
• Incentive problem: ATIGA’s
effort to eliminate NTBs by
having countries report their
NTMs.
Source:
Top figure: Cadot et.al. (2013) based on ASEAN
secretary 2009 database.
Bottom figure: Thailand’s NTM database (2015)
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SPS and TBT are indeed the most prevalent NTMs imposed.
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Making NTMs less trade-distorting requires a paradigm shift1
To maximize benefits and minimize costs of NTMs, we need to move from a “notifynegotiate-eliminate” mode to a national regulatory-reform agenda.
Multilateral effort
An effort at WTO level has limited success. Ambiguity such as “SPS should be based
on science”. TBT should be non-discriminating and conforms to international
standards difficult to implement because each country has national standards,
which do not necessarily conform with international standards.

Regional effort
Regional attempts (case of ASEAN) suffers from incentive problem. Example is the
case of ATIGA’s efforts to classify NTMs into red, amber and green. Countries
don’t want to self report their NTMs.
Note: 1. This section is based primarily on Cadot et.al 2013; “Streamlining NTMs in ASEAN: The Way Forward” with some
6
modifications made by the author.

Country level regulatory reform should be most effective.
Although not exactly an attempt at regulatory harmonization, domestic
regulatory reforms emphasizing both the NTM measures themselves and
regulatory governance should decrease inefficiencies.

World bank toolkit on streamlining NTMs (2012):
1. NTMs cost and benefit review.
2. Process and institutional setup.
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Rail connectivity: concerns and uncertainty
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Why is the SINO-Thai rail project attractive to Thailand & China?
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Rail connectivity: concerns and uncertainty
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Rail connectivity: concerns and uncertainty
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A recap
• Tariff reduction is no longer an issue. NTMs, services and
investment liberalization are major issues in regional
integration.
• NTMs need to be collected and classified on the same basis
with careful attention to incentive problem.

• An effort at multilateral and regional to streamline NTMs has not
been very successful. Country regulatory reform should be the
focus.
• The much fanfare railway projects (in the case of Thailand) are
not likely to be materialized soon due to some technical
12
problems and uncertainty.

